
Name: __________________________________

Schmeeckle Reserve’s Spring Scavenger Hunt
Become a natural detective to discover these patterns and pieces of nature! 

Can you find them all?

Animal tracks

Patterns

Flowers

Trees

  Pine Tree      Oak Tree      Aspen Tree

  Rings      Ripples      Spiral

    Deer      Rabbit      Bird

    Dandelion      Daisy     Clover
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Schmeeckle Reserve’s Spring Scavenger Hunt
Become a natural detective to discover these patterns and pieces of nature! 

Animal tracks
April showers bring May flowers...and lots of mud to 
perfectly capture the prints of Schmeeckle Reserve’s 
wildlife. Take a closer look at where you’re stepping next
time you head out on a walk through the Reserve--you 
just might stumble across a path already trodden by 
our deer, rabbit, or bird friends. The more, the merrier!

Flowers
Springtime flowers in Schmeeckle are not something that 
you’ll want to miss! From daisies to dandelions to lucky
clover, these spring colors are a sight to see (and smell). 
Our 280 acres hold many native species of flowers that
benefit our pollinators. Be sure to thank them for their 
beauty and environmental benefits during your hunt!

Trees
Our happy forest hold pine trees, oak trees, aspen trees,
and more! The new and old greenery brings habitat and 
food for our wildlife, as well as refreshing color to welcome
our new season in and shake the winter greys away. 
Hug a tree today, you’ll be sure to feel the love!

Patterns
Nature holds so many different patterns. Be sure to 
bring a journal out with you during your hunt to 
observe and record the beauty within the seemingly
ordinary! Whether it may be rings from trees, ripples
from water, or spirals from snail shells, the beauty 
of Schmeeckle Reserve is hidden everywhere.
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